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Among the cancelled events that litter my diary this spring, the
entries that have been scrubbed from the past month smart the
most.

Beneath the angry cross-hatching of a pen, I can just make out the
words “Chelsea press day” under the page for Monday May 18. As a
garden writer and podcaster, it has been one of the highlights of my
working life to visit and report on the show for the past decade. 

Chelsea is not the oldest flower show on earth (that credit goes to
the Philadelphia Flower Show in the US). Neither is it the largest
(that is another of the Royal Horticultural Society’s shows,
Hampton Court Garden Festival). But it is the show that attracts
maximum global exposure and plaudits for the designers and
nurseries who are selected to showcase their work there. 

This year was to have been a particularly special Chelsea for me: the
RHS had asked me to speak about houseplants as part of a new
talks programme. But on March 17, a day after lockdown began, the
RHS announced the cancellation of Chelsea and all of its other
flower shows until June 30 — the first time such extraordinary
measures had been taken since the second world war.

I was among thousands of disappointed people — visitors,
exhibitors and members of the press — cancelling trips to London
SW3 this month. 

Just as the RHS shows were being cancelled and gardens closed,
something else was unfolding online. Seed companies were so busy
with customers they were forced to close their websites for days at a
time and Facebook groups dedicated to gardening saw a surge in
membership of a million people, according to the social media site.

A combination of lockdown and warm, sunny weather meant people
who had previously paid little regard to their gardens were
suddenly wondering what they could grow. With garden centres
shut, they were going online to find out. A survey from GlobalData
in early May 2020 found gardening was the second-most popular
lockdown activity after watching TV — above cooking, reading and
exercising. 

The RHS website was witnessing a similar surge of interest. Helena
Pettit, director of RHS shows, tells me that there was a 65 per cent
increase in visitors in the weeks running up to Chelsea, particularly
in the 25-34 age bracket.

#myChelseagarden ‘indoor’ winner by Corinne Tokley-Pearce

Discussions began about how to fill the gap left in the calendar by
the lack of a physical flower show, and within a week plans for an
online event were brewing. On April 26, the RHS announced Virtual
Chelsea, offering “an abundance of free, inspiring content from the
great and the good of the gardening world” on its website. 

The BBC, which has an exclusive contract to broadcast the show,
put on nightly programmes looking back at some of the highlights,
and offering tips on how to enhance your own garden.

“We were inundated with amazing content ideas,” Pettit says. “This
gave us the opportunity to reach past our members and talk to a lot
of other people who don’t generally get involved, with a timetable of
events to inspire gardeners of all abilities and backgrounds.” 

The M&G Garden design by Hugo Bugg and Charlotte Harris for Chelsea 2020 © Harris Bugg Studio
+ Christian Tate

Every Chelsea designer I have spoken to has been devastated by the
cancellation of the show, but there has been a silver lining: like
many of us, they are rediscovering their own gardens, which usually
lie empty during the busy show season.

Hugo Bugg, who designed the flagship M&G garden for the show’s
main sponsor in 2020 with studio partner Charlotte Harris, told me
there are plants in his garden in Devon that he never gets to sees in
bloom, because he is always on the road preparing for shows. 

Hugo Bugg and Charlotte Harris © Allan Pollok-Morris

Hugo Bugg’s personal garden in Devon

Ann-Marie Powell, a designer who has several Chelsea gardens
under her belt, set up a new Instagram account, @myrealgarden,
where she broadcasts live every lunchtime chronicling her family’s
efforts to revive and reconfigure her own garden.

“All of a sudden I’m revelling in the benefits of my own neglected
garden. I find my garden space is taking care of my addled mind,
body and soul, and I’m loving every single mud-encrusted
moment,” she says. 

Chelsea designer Ann-Marie Powell: 'All of a sudden I’m revelling in the benefits of my own neglected
garden'

Joe Perkins, designer of the Facebook garden for Chelsea 2020,
says he has finally been able to get on with transforming his own
garden after six years. “I’ve loved creating borders and making a
garden. I’ve just planted two trees with my children, and I did think,
we really should have done this a long time ago. I am really happy
we have, and I am sure a lot of people feel the same.”

Joe Perkins in his garden © Natalia Odescalchi

Looking ahead to 2021, it’s tricky to predict whether Covid-19 will
necessitate a very different look to flower show season. What would
a socially distanced Chelsea look like, and is it even possible,
particularly given its relatively small, central London location?

Designer Charlotte Harris believes that this is a watershed moment
for Chelsea: a chance to completely reshape the show’s parameters
to meet the challenges of climate change and sustainability, and
carve out a more representative event that feels open to all. 

“Necessity is the mother of invention and I wonder whether it gives
an opportunity for boldness and braveness,” Harris says. She
suggests a longer event run over several weeks, allowing more
people of diverse backgrounds to be involved and inspired, as well
as providing garden designers with a challenge of creating a garden
that must endure beyond Chelsea’s current week-long run.

Pettit says it’s too early to say how Chelsea 2021 will work, but she
agrees this is a moment to be ambitious. “We are looking at a range
of options, including things like timed entries. It’s too early to say at
the moment but we will do the background work so we will be
prepared,” she says.

Getting RHS shows up and running again will be central to the
charity’s plans: it expects to lose between £15m and £20m this year,
and events such as Chelsea’s Charity Gala are major money
spinners. 

Capitalising on the surge of interest in gardening and reaching out
to people who have felt excluded from Chelsea in the past should be
key to the RHS’s approach in the coming months. For Andrew
Oldham, who writes the Life on Pig Row blog about his garden in
the Pennines, Virtual Chelsea has felt more inclusive than the usual
show coverage.

“As a disabled gardener, it made me think about how people with
mobility issues could become part of this in the future. For me to go
to Chelsea I have to plan it like a military campaign, so I can avoid
the crowds so I don’t get knocked and plan where I can rest. I didn’t
need to do that with Virtual Chelsea, and for once at a show I got a
good view.”

Andrew Oldham, a gardener who is disabled: Virtual Chelsea 'made me think about how people with
mobility issues could become part of this in the future'

Horticulturist and podcaster Andrew O’Brien argues the RHS
should broaden the coverage of the show by providing press passes
to what he calls “the new mainstream” — content creators on social
media.

Bloggers and Instagrammers have largely been denied press passes
until now, but these are the right people to reach out to a younger,
more connected audience than the stereotypical Chelsea visitor.

“The RHS would be missing a trick if they were to ignore truly
meaningful partnerships with social media voices — there’s
everything to gain in enabling them to present the work of the
society to this young, dynamic, information-hungry audience, and
doing it in the relational, engaging manner that is the influencer’s
stock-in-trade,” O’Brien says. 

However the next 12 months play
out, there are many opportunities
for the RHS to capitalise on the
current trend for gardening,
especially among younger
generations.

As Charlotte Harris puts it,
“Chelsea is an iconic date in the
diary, and we all love it there, but
we also recognise is it time for a

new life for Chelsea to represent a new generation of gardeners. It is
the greatest gardening show on earth, and it does have the potential
to inspire significant change.”

During an interview for the BBC, RHS director-general Sue Biggs
said: “Chelsea 2021, I promise you, is going to be amazing. In these
dark moments of this year, hold on to that. It’s going to be
fabulous.”

I hope she is right: I can’t wait to be standing on Main Avenue once
again on press day. But for now, it remains to be seen whether
Chelsea 2021 will be business as usual, or whether the pandemic
will prompt a complete rethink of the RHS’s priorities.

Virtual Chelsea: the highlights

Diarmuid Gavin’s garden in County Wicklow

I relished the opportunity to bathe in nostalgia for show gardens past, and
got a peek into the gardens of some of my favourite designers. Diarmuid
Gavin’s in County Wicklow, Ireland (above), which he calls his “Chelsea
garden graveyard”, was lush and chock-full of furniture and plants from
shows past.

Kazuyuki Ishihara’s garden (below), in Nagasaki, Japan, was as intricate as
one of his Chelsea creations. 

Kazuyuki Ishihara’s garden

For newcomers, there were videos on everything from growing chillies to
propagating houseplants. The #myChelseagarden contest run with the
BBC showed that real gardens and the stories behind them can be just as
powerful as the temporary confection that is a Chelsea show garden.

The numbers reflect this: in just the first three days of the show, the
Facebook event listing for Virtual Chelsea reached more than 1.7m people.
Posts shared using the hashtags #rhschelsea, #virtualchelsea or
#chelseaflowershow received more than 20m impressions from May 14 to
26.

rhs.org.uk/shows-events/virtual-chelsea/ca
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